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Abstract: Electrically tunable liquid crystal microlenses have attracted strong research 

attention due to their advantages of tunable focusing, voltage actuation, low power 

consumption, simple fabrication, compact structure, and good stability. They are expected 

to be essential optical devices with widespread applications. However, the slow response 

time of nematic liquid crystal (LC) microlenses has been a significant technical barrier to 

practical applications and commercialization. LC/polymer composites, consisting of LC 

and monomer, are an important extension of pure LC systems, which offer more flexibility 

and much richer functionality than LC alone. Due to the anchoring effect of a polymer 

network, microlenses, based on LC/polymer composites, have relatively fast response time in 

comparison with pure nematic LC microlenses. In addition, polymer-stabilized blue phase 

liquid crystal (PS-BPLC) based on Kerr effect is emerging as a promising candidate for new 

photonics application. The major attractions of PS-BPLC are submillisecond response time 

and no need for surface alignment layer. In this paper, we review two types of  

fast-response microlenses based on LC/polymer composites: polymer dispersed/stabilized 

nematic LC and polymer-stabilized blue phase LC. Their basic operating principles are 

introduced and recent progress is reviewed by examples from recent literature. Finally, the 

major challenges and future perspectives are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Liquid crystals (LCs) exhibit unique material properties ranging between those of conventional 

isotropic liquids and solid-state crystals. The operation mechanisms of an LC device can be roughly 

grouped into two categories: molecular reorientation under the influence of an electric field [1] and  

field-induced mechanical deformation of the droplet shape [2]. The former was pioneered by Schadt and 

Helfrich, enabling today’s liquid crystal displays (LCDs), phase modulators, adaptive lenses, optical 

switches, and other photonic devices [1]. 

Since the first concept was demonstrated in 1977 by Bricot [3], adaptive LC lenses have attracted 

strong research attention due to their advantages of tunable focusing, voltage actuation, low power 

consumption, simple fabrication, compact structure, and good stability. They are expected to be 

essential optical devices with widespread applications. Generally speaking, LC lenses can be divided 

into two categories according to their aperture size: those with a large aperture size (>1 mm) are 

suitable for portable devices, such as pico projectors, imaging system for cell phones, endoscopic 

system, and ophthalmic lenses [4–8], while those with a small aperture size (<1 mm) are suitable for 

microlens arrays and their applications include image processing [9–19], optical communication [20,21], 

lab on a chip, switchable 2D/3D displays [22,23], etc. The progresses of LC lenses with a large 

aperture size have been reviewed by Fowler et al. in 1990 [24] and more recently by Lin et al. in 2011 [25]. 

In the present review article, we focus on LC microlenses, especially those with fast response times. 

Most LC lenses/microlenses developed thus far employ nematic LCs (NLCs), which offer a large 

birefringence to achieve a short focal length. Two major technical challenges have severely limited 

their practical applications and commercialization: polarization dependency and slow response time 

(several seconds or hundreds of milliseconds). The former can be solved by using residual phase 

modulations [26,27], and optical isotropic materials, such as blue phase LC [28–34], double-layered 

structure [35–37], or axially symmetric photoalignment [38]. Due to the intrinsic speed of NLCs, the 

response time of a LC microlens is usually in the order of 100 ms, which is obviously not fast enough 

for image processing, optical communication, etc. Several approaches have been proposed to improve 

the response time. Dual frequency LCs (DFLCs), which exhibit a positive dielectric anisotropy (Δε) at 

low frequencies and negative Δε at high frequencies, have been adopted to speed up both rise and 

decay times of an LC device by controlling the applied frequency [36,39,40]. However, the driving 

scheme is relatively complicated, and dielectric heating may shift the crossover frequency and lead to 

performance instability at high frequency operation [41]. Surface-stabilized ferroelectric LCs 

(SSFLCs) can be switched in 100 μs and the response time of SSFLC microlenses is approximately 

1000 times faster than that of nematic devices, however, they are only good for binary optical 

modulation because of the hysteresis characteristics [42,43]. Microlenses based on chiral sematic A 

(SmA*) LCs could tune the focal length in several microseconds, which is 10× to 1000× faster than 

that using SSFLCs or NLCs, respectively [44], but the alignment of LC molecules is not stable. In 

comparison to the abovementioned approaches, microlenses based on LC/polymer composites provide 
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a relatively fast response time, continuous variable optical power, simple fabrication, and driving 

scheme, as well as good mechanical stability. These attractive features make them more promising for 

practical applications. In addition, polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC) based on the 

Kerr effect [45–50] is emerging as a promising candidate for new photonics applications. The major 

attractions of BPLC are twofold: (1) submillisecond response time due to its self-assembled 

nanostructure [33,48,51], which is ~10× faster than that of NLCs and (2) free of a molecular alignment 

layer, which means a simpler fabrication process. 

In this review article, we first explain the basic principles of LC microlenses. Then, we illustrate the 

recent progress on the development of fast-response LC microlenses based on LC/polymer composites 

by the examples from recent literature, covering topics of polymer-dispersed/stabilized nematic LC 

microlenses and BPLC microlenses. For each type of microlens, the cell structure, lens performance, 

focal length tenability, and dynamic response are described, as well as their advantages and 

disadvantages. Challenges and future perspectives are also discussed. 

2. Polymer-Dispersed/Stabilized Nematic Liquid Crystal Microlens 

2.1. Principles 

Nematic LCs are rod-like molecules, which exhibit optical and dielectric anisotropies due to their 

anisotropic molecular structures. When properly aligned in an LC cell, their long axes are 

approximately parallel to each other, and this averaged alignment direction is called LC director, as 

shown in Figure 1a [52]. Light polarized along the LC director (e-ray, polarization direction is 

represented by blue arrow) sees extraordinary refractive index ne, while that polarized perpendicular 

(o-ray, polarization direction is represented by pink arrow) to the LC director sees ordinary refractive 

index no. Then, if the light is polarized at a θ angle with respect to the director (represented by red 

arrow), it sees an effective refractive index neff, expressed as: 

neff = 
neno

(nesinθ)2 + (nocosθ)2
 

(1)

The birefringence (optical anisotropy) of the LC is defined as:  

∆n = ne − no (2)

and the dielectric anisotropy is defined as: 

∆ε = ε⁄⁄ − ε⊥ (3)

where ε⁄⁄ and ε⊥ are the dielectric constant ( or relative permittivity) along and perpendicular to the LC 

director, respectively. 

In a typical cell, LC passing the cell, where d is the cell gap. When a sufficiently high voltage is 

applied to the indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes, the LC directors will be reoriented material is 

sandwiched between two substrates coated with electrodes (e.g., indium tin oxide, ITO) and surface 

alignment layers (e.g., polyimide, PI) [53]. Buffed PI introduces the alignment of LC directors while 

spacers control the cell gap. Figure 1b shows the schematic structure of a homogeneous LC cell, where 

the top and bottom substrates are rubbed in anti-parallel directions and LC directors are aligned along 
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the substrates in the static state. Let us assume the normally incident light is polarized along the 

rubbing direction. It will experience an optical path of L = dne after in vertical direction and the optical 

path becomes L = dno (Figure 1b) If the voltage is not high enough and the LC directors are only 

reoriented by a θ angle (Figure 1c), the corresponding optical path is L = neff(θ)
d

0
dz, where neff(θ) is 

the effective refractive index expressed by Equation (1). If the LC molecules, located at different 

positions, could be controlled to have various reorientation angles, then the light will experience various 

refractive indices accordingly, as shown in Figure 1d. Here, the light incident on the center and border 

experience neff(θ) and ne, respectively, the optical path difference (OPD) between the center and border can 

be expressed as: 

OPD = d neff(θ) − no  (4)

At a given wavelength (λ), the corresponding phase difference ΔØ is:  

∆∅ =
2π

λ
neff(θ) − no

d

0
dz (5)

Such an effect is equivalent to an isotropic medium with different thickness. It is well known that if 

the surface of the isotropic medium is polished with a spherical shape, then it functions as a lens. 

Similarly, if the LC layer exhibits a lens-like gradient refractive index distribution or phase profile, 

then it has a lens characteristic. For example, in Figure 1e, the normally incident e-ray experiences a 

gradually increased refractive index distribution from the border to center, and the LC layer functions 

as a positive lens. Vice versa, the LC layer would function as a negative lens if the refractive index 

gradually decreases from the border to center, as shown in Figure 1f. Gradient refractive index 

distribution or phase profile within the LC layer forms the foundation of an LC lens. Various 

approaches for fabricating LC microlens array have been proposed. The common is to create a gradient 

refractive index distribution among LC directors either by an inhomogeneous electric  

field [9,10,15–17,20,22,23,54] or by an inhomogeneous LC morphology [11–14,18,19,21,55,56]. 

Focal length (or optical power) and response time are two very important factors. The focal length 

is related to the lens radius (r), refractive index difference between center and boarder of the lens (Δn), 

and thickness of LC layer (d) as [53]: 

f = 
r2

2d·Δn
 (6)

The response time (decay and rise) of a nematic LC lens is determined by the visco-elastic coefficient 

(γ/K), LC layer thickness of (d), applied voltage (V), and threshold voltage (Vth) as [52]: 

  τdecay=
r

K

d

π

2

 (7)

τrise=
1

V2

Vth
2  − 1

·τdecay 
(8)

Although the rise time can be greatly shortened by applying an overdrive voltage, the decay time is 

still determined by the restoring elastic torque. This problem gets even worse as the wavelength 

increases, e.g., infrared region, since a thicker cell gap is required to compensate the longer 
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wavelength and lower birefringence. To obtain a short focal length, we could increase dΔn or reduce 

the lens aperture. Most of high birefringence LCs have Δn ~0.4 [57]. Some ultra-high Δn (>0.6) LCs 

have been developed, but their large viscosity leads to a slow response time [58]. Similarly, increasing 

the LC layer thickness also causes a sluggish response time, as Equation (7) indicates. 

Figure 1. Operation principle of a nematic LC lens: (a) LC molecular and polarization 

dependent refractive index; (b) schematic structure of a homogeneous LC cell, the incident 

light sees ne; (c) LC directors are reoriented along the electric field and the incident light 

sees no; (d) LC directors are reoriented by a θ angle and the incident light sees neff(θ);  

(e) positive LC lens, and (f) negative LC lens. 

 

LC/polymer composites, consisting of LC and polymer, are an important extension of pure LC 

systems, which offer more flexibility and much richer functionality than LC alone. Depending on the 

monomer concentration, LC/polymer composites can be divided into three major categories:  

polymer-dispersed LCs (PDLCs) [59], polymer-stabilized LCs (PSLCs) [60], and polymer-network 

LCs (PNLCs) [61]. PDLC consists of a higher percentage of monomer (>20 wt %), while PSLC 

consists of a lower percentage of monomer (<10 wt %), PNLC consists of a medium percentage of 

monomer (10 wt % ~ 20 wt %). Due to the anchoring effect of polymer network, microlenses, based 

on PDLC/PSLC/PNLC, offer a relatively fast response time in comparison with pure nematic LC 

microlenses. Nevertheless, the domain size needs to be carefully controlled to avoid scattering. 

2.2. Microlens Using Nanosized Polymer-Dispersed Liquid Crystal Droplets 

In 2005, Ren et al. demonstrated a fast-response microlens array using nanosized PDLC droplets [54], 

as Figure 2 shows. UV-curable monomer NOA65 is first molded to form plano-concave microlens 
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arrays on the bottom ITO substrate. The plano-concave cavities are filled with nano-PDLC material, 

which consists of 35 wt % NOA65 (np = 1.524) and 65 wt % Merck nematic LC E48 (no = 1.523,  

Δn = 0.23). The ordinary refractive index of the LC material matches well with that of the polymer 

matrix. After UV curing at 15 mW·cm−2 and 50 °C for 30 min, a saturated phase separation between 

NOA65 and E48 is obtained, and LC droplets are uniformly dispersed in polymer matrix. In the 

voltage-off state, the LC droplets are randomly oriented, and the average refractive index of the  
nano-PDLC is larger than that of the NOA65 (np = 1.524), and the incident light can be focused 
(Figure 2a). At the voltage-on state, the LC directors are reoriented along the electric field direction, and 

effective refractive index in the plane perpendicular to the electric field is decreased. According to 

Equation (6), the focal length increases. When the voltage is high enough, the focusing effect will 

disappear since all the LC directors have been reoriented along the electric field (Figure 2b). For the 

LC microlens with a 450 µm aperture and 45 µm cell gap, its focal length was continuously tunable 

from 3.3 cm to 3.5 cm (λ = 633 nm) when the voltage increased to 200 Vrms. The τrise (from focusing to 

less-focusing) and τfall (from less-focusing to focusing) were measured to be ~0.25 ms and ~0.15 ms, 

under 200 Vrms square pulses. Due to the randomly oriented LC droplets in the polymer matrix, such 

microlenses are polarization independent. Moreover, the LC droplet size is smaller than a visible 

wavelength, thus it doesn’t scatter light. However, the operating voltage is quite high and it is difficult 

to further tune the focal length to infinity even the voltage keeps increasing. Besides, in PDLC 

microlens the refractive index difference between the microlens center and border is relatively 
small, i.e., Δn = cΔn/3, where Δn is the LC birefringence and c is the LC concentration. In this 
microlens array, the theoretical δn is only ~0.027, which is much smaller than the LC 
birefringence (Δn = 0.23). As a result, the dynamic range is rather limited.  

Figure 2. Side view of the nano-PDLC lens in the: (a) voltage-off state; and  

(b) voltage-on state. 

 

2.3. Polymer-Stabilized Liquid Crystal (PSLC) Microlens 

2.3.1. PSLC Microlens Using a Patterned Photomask 

To lower the operating voltage, increase the phase shift and improve the dynamic response time 

during focus change, PSLC is a feasible approach [60]. Different from nano-PDLC, monomers used in 

PSLC usually have a rod-like structure with a reactive double bond at both sides, similar to the 

structure of nematic LC molecules. In addition, the monomer concentration in PSLC is 10 wt % or 
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less. When an LC/monomer mixture is filled into the cell, both LC molecules and monomers will 

exhibit the same alignment property, if the inner surface of the substrate is properly rubbed. Under UV 

exposure, the double bonds of the monomer are opened and the molecules are linked together, forming 

a stable polymer network [53]. 

A PSLC microlens array is usually prepared through a spatially inhomogeneous UV exposure, 

which can be generated by two methods: (1) UV laser beam with a Gaussian-shaped profile [55]; (2) a 

uniform UV laser beam passing through an optical density filter, e.g., hole-array patterned  

photomask [56,61,62]. The latter is much simpler and more suitable for making microlens array. 

Figure 3. (a) Fabrication setup of PSLC microlens array; (b) recorded UV intensity profile 

after passing through Ø25 µm hole and (c) formed polymer network after UV exposure. 

 

Figure 3a depicts the fabrication setup of PSLC microlens array using a hole-array patterned 

photomask [56]. The LC/monomer mixture consists of 3 wt % BAB6 monomer and 97 wt % E48 

nematic LC (Δn = 0.231 at λ = 589 nm and T = 20 °C), as well as a small amount of photoinitiators. 

The cell gap and substrate thickness are 15 μm and 1.1 mm, respectively. The substrates are rubbed in  

anti-parallel directions. A chromium photomask having hole-array apertures is placed on the top a 

substrate. The diameter of each hole is 25 μm. When the UV beam (λ = 365 nm) passes through the 

holes, diffraction appears. Figure 3b shows the measured UV intensity profile after the beam passing 

through the single hole. The formed diffraction pattern consists of a series of rings, but most of light 

energy concentrates on the 0th order ring, which presents a parabolic-like profile. When the 

LC/monomer mixture is exposed to such a UV intensity distribution, the stronger intensity in the 

central region will accelerate the polymerization rate and form a denser polymer network (i.e., the 

polymer-rich region). On the contrary, the weaker intensity at the borders will have a slower 
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polymerization rate and form a looser polymer network (i.e., LC-rich region). Therefore, a  

centro-symmetric inhomogeneous polymer network is formed, as shown in Figure 3c. The polymer-rich 

region exhibits a higher threshold voltage than that of the border LC-rich region. Therefore, the LC 

molecules on the border are reoriented first under a uniform electric field. This gradient refractive 

index distribution makes the PSLC function like a positive microlens. At V = 0, the PSLC exhibits a 

homogeneous alignment and no focusing effect occurs. As the voltage increases, the focal length first 

decreases to ~2 cm at ~5 Vrms, and then increases again. Because at a higher voltage, the LC molecules 

in the polymer-rich and LC-rich regions are all reoriented towards the electric field, the gradient 

refractive index profile is gradually flattened. The focal length was measured to be ~3.3 cm at 20 Vrms 

and response time <20 ms. Theoretically, a sufficiently high voltage could reorient all the LC 

molecules along the electric field, leading to an infinity focal length. However, LC molecules at the 

border of the microlens experience the weakest stabilization; thus, the microlens aperture has a 

tendency to shrink at high voltage. On the other hand, LC molecules in the center may be strongly 

anchored by the polymer network and cannot contribute to the phase change. In this PSLC microlens 

array, the focal length gradually saturates as the voltage exceeds 10 Vrms and cannot be further tuned. 

Besides, the refractive index difference between center and boarder of the lens (Δn) is usually much 

smaller than the LC birefringence since a large gradient distribution of LC domains is not preferred in 

the PSLC [11,13,21]. Otherwise, large LC domains would cause light scattering, nonuniform response, 

and mechanical instability. 

2.3.2. PNLC Microlens Using Patterned Electrode 

To utilize the maximum intrinsic birefringence of the LC material and present the shortest possible 

focal length, in 2013, Ren et al. demonstrated a PNLC microlens array using a ring-array-patterned 

electrode in a homogeneous cell [63]. Figure 4 shows the cell structure; the top substrate has a planar 

ITO electrode, while the bottom substrate has two patterned ITO electrodes (electrode-1 and electrode-2) 

for generating fringing field (VF) and uniform longitudinal field (VL) individually. The inner and outer 

radii of the ring are 50 μm and 70 μm, respectively. These two substrates are antiparallel rubbed and 

the cell gap is ~15 μm (Figure 4b). The LC/monomer layer consists of 90 wt % Merck BL-009  

(no = 1.529, Δn = 0.281) and ~10 wt % RM257 (containing a small amount of photoinitiators). RM257 

has a rod-like structure and can be easily aligned with LCs. The desired gradient refractive index 

profile in the LC/monomer layer is introduced by the fringing field (VF), and later stabilized by UV 

exposure to form polymer networks (Figure 4c). For the microlens with a 50 μm aperture, the shortest focal 

length is ~378 μm at VF = 6 Vrms and λ ~550 nm. Then, the LC/monomer mixture was photo-polymerized 

at VF = 6 Vrms, under UV exposure (λ ~365 nm, ~10 mW·cm−2) for 20 min. Once the PNLC is formed, 

it is difficult to be actuated by the fringing field. Instead, a uniform longitudinal electric field is 

adopted by applying a voltage (VL) between the top electrode and bottom electrode-2, which in turn 

changes the focal length (Figure 4d). As VL increases, the focal length increases gradually. When  

VL > 115 Vrms, the focal length is too long to be estimated. The response time from focusing to  

non-focusing and from non-focusing to focusing was measured to be ~3.6 ms and ~0.9 ms, 

respectively, under VL = 100 Vrms. As no photomask is employed during the UV polymerization 

process, the formed PNLC has a uniform morphology. Such a PNLC microlens array offers several 
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attractive features, such as fast response time, good stability, and weak light scattering in the visible 

spectral range. 

Figure 4. PNLC microlens structure and fabrication procedures: (a) microlens structure; 

(b) LC/monomer mixture present a homogeneous alignment; (c) central-symmetric 

gradient refractive index distribution is introduced by inhomogeneous fringe field along 

with UV exposure and (d) the formed PNLC microlens after removing the voltage is 

actuated by a uniform longitudinal electric field. 

 

2.3.3. Reconfigurable Fabrication of PNLC Lens/Microlens 

To fabricate the PSLC/PNLC microlens shown in Figures 3,4, a pre-patterned template, such as 

patterned photomask or electrode, is commonly used. The current fabrication techniques heavily 

involve photolithography procedure, which is expensive, time consuming and environmentally 

unfriendly (i.e., photoresistors and developers are toxic). In 2013, Sun et al. demonstrated a one-step 

printing technique to fabricate submillisecond-response and scattering-free PNLC lens [21]. Figure 5a 

depicts the experimental setup. A photomask, either an iris diaphragm (for circular lens) or a 

rectangular mask (for prism, cylindrical lens, or grating), is placed right above the LC cell and 

connected to a motion controller. The duration and amplitude of the applied voltages is controlled by 

LabVIEW. A UV lamp is used for stabilizing the polymer network. The essential part of this method is 

to control the LC tilt angle (through controlling voltage applied to the mixture) along with the 

exposure area (through controlling a movable shield), while a desired tilt angle at a specific position is 

fixed by UV exposure [64]. By repeating the same process at different positions and different voltages, 

various tilt angle distribution of the LC molecules can be obtained. Figure 5b,c show the fabrication 

procedures of a lens using an iris diaphragm. Here, the LC/monomer layer consists of 90 wt % 

HTG135200 (γ1/K11 ~119.6 ms·µm−2 at 22 °C) and 10 wt % RM257. By specifically selecting such a 

high viscosity LC host and performing UV curing at a low temperature (11 °C) [65], the light 

scattering in the visible region is negligible at 633 nm (and ~3% at 480 nm). For the PNLC lens with a 

2.6 mm aperture and 15 µm cell gaps, its focal length can be tuned from 15 cm to 32 cm when the 
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voltage increases from 0 to 100 Vrms. In comparison with conventional microfabrication techniques for 

adaptive LC photonic devices, this approach shows advantages in: (1) short fabrication time; (2) 

flexibility for designing and fabricating the desired refractive index profile of an LC device; (3) low 

cost and environmentally friendly; (4) large panel capability and (5) submillisecond device response 

time. This printing technique enables rapid design iterations for display and photonic devices. 

Figure 5. (a) Schematic drawing of the fabrication setup; (b) dynamic control of the iris 

diaphragm and exposure for generating spatial gradient refractive index at V1 and (c) at V2. 

 

2.3.4. Polymeric Lenticular Microlens Array for 2D/3D Switchable Displays 

Electrically switchable two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) displays have attracted 

great attention lately and various approaches have been proposed [66–72]. Among them, liquid crystal 

display (LCD) integrated with a lenticular microlens array provides an autostereoscopic multi-view 3D 

display with high brightness [68–71]. In the 2D mode, each LC microlens has no focusing effect and 

the microlens array functions as an optical flat. In the 3D mode, each LC microlens exhibits a focusing 

effect. By turning on and off the microlens focusing effect, the display can be electrically switched 

between 2D and 3D modes. Therefore, LC lenticular microlens array has become a key component in 

switchable 2D/3D displays. 

The abovementioned PDLC/PSLC/PNLC microlenses could provide a reasonable fast response 

time, however, the operating voltage is relatively high. To overcome these issues, Flack et al. proposed 

to indirectly actuate the LC lenticular microlens array through a twisted-nematic (TN) LC cell (also 

called a polarization converter) [1] to achieve 2D/3D switchable displays [73], as shown in Figure 6. 

Each LC microlens in the array covers two pixels: left and right. An isotropic polymer with a concave 

shape is used as the base for the LC microlens array. Let us assume the refractive index (np) of the 

isotropic polymer matches the ordinary refractive index (no) of the LC material. The LC in the lens cell 

presents homogeneous alignment. The optical axis of the polarizer is parallel to the rubbing direction 

of the bottom TN cell. In the voltage-off state, the polarization direction of the incident beam is rotated 

by 90° after passing through the TN cell, becoming orthogonal to the LC directors in the microlens. As 

a result, this beam will not be focused because np ~ no. The images from the left pixel and the right 

pixel can be seen by two eyes at the same time, and the display remains the original 2D display (Figure 6a). 
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When a high voltage is applied to the TN cell, the LC directors are reoriented along the electric field 

direction and the polarization rotation effect vanishes. The outgoing beam from the TN cell behaves 

like an extraordinary ray to the microlens array. Because of ne > np and the convex shape of the LC 

microlens, the focusing effect occurs. For each microlens, the image coming from the right pixel can 

only be seen by the left eye, while that from the left pixel can only be detected by the right eye (Figure 6b). 

By combining these two images, our eyes will see 3D images out of the 2D panel. 

Figure 6. Operation principle of a switchable 2D/3D display with a TN broadband 

polarization rotator (middle) and a polymeric microlens array (top): (a) voltage-off and  

(b) voltage-on. 

 

However, such a system requires a total of four glass substrates (Figure 5), which is too bulky and 

heavy. Ren et al. proposed to replace the LC microlens array with a lightweight polymeric microlens 

array film without compromising the performance [74]. This film was made of a mixture of rod-like 

diacrylate monomer (~80 wt % RM 257) and positive dielectric anisotropy nematic LC (~20 wt % 

Merck BL038). RM257 has a rod-like structure with reactive double bonds at both sides. Its nematic 

phase is from 70 °C to 130 °C. Compared to RM257 itself, the mixture exhibits two desired features:  

(1) positive Δε and (2) increased Δn. The mixture was filled into an antiparallel-rubbed cell at 75 °C 

(Figure 7a), and gradient refractive index profile in one microlens was induced by the fringing fields 

generated from a planar top electrode and striped bottom electrodes (Figure 7b). After UV stabilization, 

the polymerized film can be easily peeled from the substrate. Due to the crossed linking of the 

monomers, the nano-sized LC domains are tightly sealed in the film bulk and the film is optically 

anisotropic. Integrating with a 90° TN cell, the polymeric film exhibits focusing effect only to the 

extraordinary ray top sub-figure in (Figure 7c), and five focusing lines could be observed by the CCD 

camera, bottom sub-figure in Figure 7c. Turning off the TN cell, the polymeric film presents uniform 

refractive index to the ordinary ray, top sub-figure in Figure 7d, and no residual focusing effect is 

observed on the CCD camera, bottom sub-figure in Figure 7d. Under a 10 V pulse, the time from  

non-focusing (focusing) to focusing (non-focusing) was measured to be ~12 (~40) ms. In comparison 

to previous switchable LC lenses, Ren’s integrated TN/polymeric microlens film exhibits several 

unique features: (1) compact size; (2) temperature insensitivity; (3) large size capability; (4) switching 

with a low operating voltage (~5 V) and fast response time (<10 ms). The response time can be further 

reduced by using a low viscosity LC mixture in the TN cell. Since the film is first formed in a glass 

cell, and then peeled off from the substrate after opening the cell, this may cause defects or damages in 

the film. Meanwhile, the fabrication procedures are somewhat sophisticated. 
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Figure 7. Operation principle of a switchable 2D/3D display with a TN broadband 

polarization rotator (middle) and a polymeric microlens array (top): (a) voltage-off,  

(b) voltage-on, (c) focusing state and (d) non-focusing state. 

 

Ren et al. further simplified the fabrication procedures through directly forming the polymeric 

microlens array film on a single substrate with interdigitated ITO electrodes (Figure 8a) [75]. The 

coated PI layer was buffed along the x-direction, perpendicular to the electrode stripes. A droplet of 

LC/monomer mixture (~80 wt % RM 257 and ~20 wt % Merck BL009) was spread to be a thin film by 

a blade (Figure 8b). When the voltage is on, the LC molecules experience a dielectric force at the  

LC-air interface due to the fringing field, which is expressed as [76]: 

Fd=
12 ε εd − εm ∇ E·E dV 

V
 (9) 

where ε0 represents the permittivity of free space, V is volume of the droplet, εLC and εair (~1) are the 

dielectric constants of LC and air, respectively, and E is the electric field intensity. Since εLC is larger 

than εair, the dielectric force will pull the LC molecules to the region with higher electric field intensity. 

If the film is relatively thin, i.e., within the region where the gradient of the electric field intensity is 

still strong enough to generate a dielectric force comparable with the interfacial tension, it can be 

effectively flattened by the dielectric force. As a comparison, the LC molecules inside the film do not 

experience any dielectric force because of the same medium; instead, they are reoriented by the 

electric field, if they are located within the penetration depth of the electric field (Figure 6c). The 

gradient orientations of LC molecules in each period lead to a periodic gradient refractive index (GRIN) 

distribution in the film. As a result, the film exhibits a lens characteristic, which is later stabilized 

thorough UV polymerization (Figure 8d). It is found that the GRIN distribution within the film is 
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mainly dependent on the applied voltage during UV exposure. If the generated fringing field is too 

weak to reorient the monomers/LCs, disclination lines and non-uniform GRIN distribution within each 

stripe appear (Figure 8e,f). When the voltage is sufficiently high, the generated fringing field is able to 

reorient the monomers/LCs and the stripes present a uniform color change (Figure 8g). Figure 8h is a 

magnified image showing several stripes. In one period, w is the width of the ITO stripe (8 μm) and A 

is the diameter of the lens aperture (20 μm). The uniform periodic color stripes imply that the surface 

of the polymeric film is very flat and each polymeric stripe has a GRIN distribution within it. 

Therefore, the film functions as a lenticular microlens array. When it is integrated with a 90° TN cell 

in a lens system, its focal length can be switched by actuating the TN cell. 

Figure 8. (a) A glass substrate with interdigitated ITO electrodes; (b) the droplet is spread 

to form a thin film with a blade; (c) voltage is applied to the electrodes and fringing field 

induced molecule reorientation is polymerized through UV exposure; (d) GRIN 

distribution remains after removing the voltage; (e) film textures observed on the IPS-8/12 

substrate at V = 50 Vrm; (f) V = 65 Vrms to the fluidic film; (g) solidified after applying  

80 Vrms and (h) magnified image of (f). 
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3. Polymer-Stabilized Blue Phase LC Microlens 

3.1. Operation Principles 

Polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystal (PS-BPLC) microlenses [28–34] have been developed 

with several attractive features: (1) submillisecond response time, (2) alignment-free, and (3) polarization 

insensitive. Blue phase [47–50] exists over a narrow temperature range (1–2 °C) between chiral 

nematic and isotropic phases. It is a self-assembled structure consisting of double-twist cylinders 

arranged in cubic lattice, as show in Figure 9. The pitch length of double twist structure measures 

several hundreds of nanometers. Due to the short coherent length, BPLC exhibits submillisecond 

response time [77]. Due to the symmetric three-dimensional cubic structure, it appears optically 

isotropic. For years, blue phase has been found scientifically interesting but has limited applications 

mainly due to its narrow temperature range. In 2002, Kikuchi et al. used polymer to successfully 

stabilize the double-twist structure and extended the temperature range of blue phase to more than  

60 K (including room temperature) [48], which ushered a new era for blue phase. 

Figure 9. (a) Double twist cylinder structure and (b) cubic lattice of a blue phase. 

 

When no voltage is applied, BPLC appears optically isotropic with refractive indices being the same in 

all directions ni. As an electric field is applied, birefringence is induced along the direction of electric field. 

The induced birefringence Δnind can be described by the Kerr effect in the low field region:  

∆nind = λKE2 (10) 

where λ is the wavelength and K is the Kerr constant. As the electric field increases, the induced 

birefringence gradually saturates and can be described by the extended Kerr model [78]: 

∆nind = ∆nsat 1 − e−(E/Es)2
 (11) 

where Δnsat stands for saturated induced birefringence, and Es represents the saturation field. Along the 

direction of the electric field, the refractive index is ne(E) = ni + 2Δn(E)/3, and in the orthogonal 

directions, the refractive indices are no(E) = ni − Δn(E)/3. 

3.2. PS-BPLC Microlens with Planar Electrode 

The first PS-BPLC microlens was demonstrated by Lin et al. in 2010 [16]. The fast response time 

and polarization insensitivity were experimentally verified. The structure is shown in Figure 10a. The 
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PS-BPLC is confined between two glass substrates with a cell gap of 20 μm. The top electrode has a 

hole pattern (diameter = 250 μm) in the center, while the bottom electrode is continuous.  In the 

voltage-off state, the effective refractive index of BPLC is spherical. When voltage is applied between 

top and bottom electrodes, the effective optical index-ellipsoid of PS-BPLC turns out ellipsoidal due to 

induced birefringence. The index is more elongated ellipsoid at the edge than in the center due to the 

non-uniform electric field distribution (i.e., E3 > E2 > E1). Since the optic axes are in the direction of 

light propagation (z direction), both x and y polarizations experience ordinary refractive index  

no = ni − Δn(E)/3. At the edge of the aperture, the effective refractive index no is lower than that in the 

center, because of larger induced birefringence Δn(E). Such a spatial distribution of refractive indices 

forms a positive-lens-like phase profile. To characterize the microlens array, a collimated unpolarized 

green (λ = 532 nm) laser beam was used for illumination. Figure 10b shows the 2D images captured by 

a charge-coupled device (CCD) without voltage, and no obvious focusing is observed. Figure 10c 

shows the focusing (measured as 13 cm) at 100 Vrms. Moreover, this focusing effect is not affected by 

the incident polarization, therefore it is polarization insensitive. Such a BPLC microlens array is 

simple, fast responding, polarization insensitive and alignment free. However, such a simple structure 

has difficulty to generate ideal phase profile for achieving good image quality. 

Figure 10. (a) The cross section of a PS- microlens using a hole-patterned electrode; (b) 

measured CCD images of the 2D microlens array at 0 Vrms and (c) 100 Vrms. 

 

3.3. BPLC Microlens with Curved Electrode 

In 2011, Li et al. proposed another BPLC lens structure with curved electrode to improve the phase 

profile [33]. Figure 11 depicts the cross section (x-z plane) of the microlens array. The top glass 

substrate has a plano-concave microlens array profile. Its inner surface is coated with an ITO electrode, 

and then flattened by a polymer layer. The inner surface of the bottom substrate is coated with a planar 

ITO electrode A BPLC layer is sandwiched between these two substrates. The thickness of the 

polymer layer in the center of the lens d1 is much larger than that at the edge d2. In Figure 11a, At V = 0, 

the BPLC is optically isotropic and does not contribute to the optical power. So the propagation direction 

of the traversing light is not changed. In Figure 11b, as the applied voltage increases, vertical electric 

fields are generated across the aperture. Because of the curved shape of top ITO electrodes, the electric 

fields are much weaker in the center than at the edge, and consequently the induced birefringence is 

much smaller in the center. Therefore, the accumulated phase profile is like a positive lens, and the 

outgoing light is converged. Figure 12a–c depicts three microlens structures with different top 

electrode shapes. The black, pink and blue curves in Figure 12d are phase profiles of structure depicted 

in Figure 12a–c, respectively, and the red dashed line is an ideal parabolic shape. By controlling the 
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shape of the curved ITO electrode, they can control the phase profile to approach parabolic shape so 

that the spherical aberration could be suppressed. 

Figure 11. The configuration and working principle of a PS-BPLC microlens using a 

curved ITO electrode, (a) voltage-off state and (b) voltage-on state. 

 

Figure 12. (a), (b) and (c) Microlens structures with different top ITO electrode shapes, 

and (d) the simulated phase profiles: black line for structure (a), pink for structure (b), blue 

line for structure (c), and red dashed lines for an ideal parabolic shape. 

 

The focal length of the microlens could be calculated using the following formula: 

fLC = 
R2

2Δn E dLC
   (12) 
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where Δn(E) is refractive index difference between the center and edge of the lens, dLC the cell gap, 

and R the semi-diameter of the lens. Figure 13 plots the focal lengths at different voltages for a specific 

structure (R = 225 mm, d1 = 76 mm, d2 = 2 mm, dLC = 17 μm), employing a blue phase material with a 

saturation birefringence Δn = 0.2 and saturation field Es = 5.6 V·μm−1. The blue curve and pink curve 

are for TM (x polarization) and TE (y polarization) waves, respectively. As shown in the figure, the 

two curves overlap very well and this lens is indeed polarization independent. With parabolic phase 

profile and polarization independency, it is an attractive design; however, the fabrication of such 

curved electrode is relatively difficult. 

Figure 13. Simulated focal lengths of a PS-BPLC microlens at different voltages. 

 

3.4. PS-PBLC Microlens with Multi-Electrode 

To simplify the structure, Lee et al. proposed a multi-electrode-structure PS-BPLC lens as shown in 

Figure 14 [32]. The bottom substrate has a planar electrode while the top glass substrate has multiple 

electrodes with different widths and different voltages. Below these electrodes, there is a high 

dielectric layer to smoothen the phase profile across the lens without shielding much of voltage. By 

individually controlling the voltage of each electrode, an ideally parabolic phase profile can be 

obtained. The planar structure of multi-electrode greatly simplifies the fabrication process. This lens 

remains polarization independent, fast response and has a parabolic phase shape. However, it requires 

multiple data addressing for multiple electrodes. 

Figure 14. The cross section of a PS-BPLC microlens with multiple electrodes. 
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To further simplify the lens structure, a PS-BPLC cylindrical lens with a resistive film electrode 

was proposed [31]. As depicted in Figure 15, on the inner surface of top substrate, there is a center ITO 

electrode stripe at the center of the lens, and two ITO electrode stripes on the two edges, respectively. 

The aperture of the lens is further coated with a thin transparent high-resistive film. On the inner 

surface of the bottom substrate, a planar ITO electrode is coated. The resistive film has a linearly 

changing potential when different voltages are applied on two ends. As a result, the vertical electric 

field distribution also linearly varies from center to edge. In the low field region, where the Kerr effect 

dominates, the induced birefringence (Δn = λKE2) distribution is approximately parabolic, and so is the 

accumulated phase profile. Therefore, with only two electrodes, a natural parabolic phase profile is 

obtained. However, if the electric field further increases, saturation effect takes place, and the phase 

profile starts to deviate from parabolic shape gradually. Overall, this is simple design for achieving good 

lens performances: fast response, approximately parabolic phase profile, and polarization independency. 

Figure 15. The cross section of PS-BPLC microlens using a resistive film electrode. 

 

3.5. Fresnel PS-PBLC Microlens 

For a BPLC lens, usually the focal length is relatively long comparing to its nematic LC 

counterpart, and also the required voltage is high. To increase the dynamic range, Fresnel type BPLC 

lenses have been developed [28,29]. Figure 16 shows the configuration and working principle of the 

Fresnel BPLC lens [29]. An even-zone electrode is formed on one of the substrates, and a planar 

common electrode is formed on the other. At voltage-off state, BPLC is optically isotropic, and there is 

no lensing effect. When a voltage is applied between even-zone electrode and common electrode, the 

refractive index in the even zones is elongated in vertical direction, while the refractive index in the 

odd zones remains isotropic. As a result, phase difference between the odd and even zones is 

generated, and the BPLC Fresnel lens is switched on. 

Recently, another Fresnel BPLC lens fabricated by holography was demonstrated [28]. Figure 17 

depicts the schematic of experimental setup for fabricating such a lens. The interference between a 

planar and a spherical wavefronts generated by the plano-convex lens naturally produces a Fresnel 

pattern. A polymer/LC Fresnel lens was generated upon exposure, and then the LC was washed out 

and a BPLC mixture was refilled into the cell. When a voltage is applied between the planar 

electrodes, a focusing effect occurs.  
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Figure 16. The device configuration and working principle of a Fresnel BPLC lens:  

(a) voltage-off state and (b) voltage-on state. 

 

Figure 17. Schematic of experimental setup for making a Fresnel BPLC lens  

by holography. 

 

4. Conclusions and Outlook 

This paper gives an overview on the state-of-the-art, fast-response LC microlenses based on 

LC/polymer composites. As an important extension of pure LC systems, the LC/polymer composites 

offer more flexibility and much richer functionalities than the LC alone. Depending on the monomer 

concentration, three types of LC/polymer composites have been proposed for photonic applications: 

PDLC, PSLC, and PNLC. Benefiting from the anchoring effect of polymer networks, these 

microlenses exhibit much faster response times than pure nematic LC ones. Of particular interest, we 

reported on four types of microlenses: nano-PDLC microlens, PSLC microlens based on patterned 

photomask, PDLC microlens based on patterned electrode/reconfigurable fabrications, and polymeric 
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lenticular microlens array for 2D/3D displays, and explained their device structures, operation 

mechanisms, and electro-optical performances. 

To advance their emerging applications and transfer the laboratory prototypes to commercial 

products, several technical challenges still need to be addressed. An important limitation is the 

relatively high operating voltage. To suppress the light scattering in visible wavelength range, a small 

LC droplet/domain size is preferred, which usually requires a high voltage to actuate. For example, 

PNLC’s light scattering in the visible region is negligible at 633 nm (and ~3% at 480 nm) by selecting 

a high viscosity LC host and performing UV curing at a low temperature (11 °C), but the operating 

voltage is as high as 100 Vrms [65]. For nano-PDLC, the operating voltage is even higher, ~200 Vrms. 

Such a high operating voltage is not favorable for portable devices. Phase loss is a concern for 

PDLC/PSLC microlenses, since some LC molecules are strongly anchored by the polymer network 

and cannot contribute to the phase change. Therefore, the focal length tunability is rather limited. 

Another concern is the long-term stability of the polymer network. During the actuation, the reoriented 

LC domains may cause the polymer network to distort, and these distorted polymer networks may not 

recover to their original states. As a result, hysteresis occurs. Moreover, the distorted polymer network 

may lead to light scattering, which in turn degrades the lens quality. To achieve a good optical 

performance, the phase profile of the microlens needs to be optimized. Some PNLC microlenses suffer 

from astigmatism [63]. It can be reduced by using a thinner LC layer [79] or minimized by selecting a 

specific lens shape factor [80]. However, this shape factor is significantly different from that for 

minimizing its spherical aberration and coma [80]. To balance all the possible aberration arising in an 

LC lens, a proper shape factor should be chosen. 

In addition to nematic LC/polymer composites, PS-BPLC, based on the Kerr effect, is an emerging 

candidate for new photonic applications. Compared with PDLC/PSLC/PNLC, BPLC microlenses have 

submillisecond response time. Additionally, they do not require any alignment layer, which could 

greatly simplify the fabrication process and improve the performance of microlenses with curved 

electrodes [34]. The scattering of PS-BPLC is determined by its Bragg reflection wavelength. By 

shifting the Bragg reflection band to UV, the scattering loss of PS-BPLC in the visible/IR band is 

negligible [81]. However, several problems remain to be overcome for blue phases. Firstly, due to the 

existence of polymer network, it is more difficult for the LC molecules to reorient in accordance to the 

electric field. Thus, a relatively high voltage is needed to drive the BPLC devices [16,29]. Secondly, in 

most tunable LC lenses, it is the variation of refractive index, rather than induced birefringence of LCs, 

determines the dynamic range of the focal length. For BPLC lens, however, the variations of both 

ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices are smaller than the induced birefringence so the dynamic 

range of the BPLC adaptive lens is narrower than its nematic counterpart [77]. Thirdly, all polymer-

stabilized LC materials may have the long-term stability issue, if the driving voltage is higher than the 

onset of the electrostriction effect. Under such a circumstance, after multiple driving loops the bonding 

between LC molecules and polymer network might be undermined, and the polymer network itself 

might also be damaged. Therefore, the electro-optic properties of the LC devices will vary slowly 

during its entire lifetime [82]. Due to the narrow temperature range of the blue phase before 

stabilization, the temperature of BPLC precursor inside the LC lens chamber has to be controlled 

precisely during the UV exposure process, which makes mass production a challenge and increases the 
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fabrication cost [48]. In order to solve this problem, a better BPLC material that is more tolerant to 

temperature variation has to be developed. 

In conclusion, several types of fast-response microlenses have been demonstrated by introducing 

polymer networks into the pure LC system. They are attractive for practical applications in terms of 

fast response time, variable/switchable optical power, rapid prototyping, easy integration, low power 

consumption, simple driving, good mechanical stability, as well as reasonable operating voltage. As 

the advance of new LC/polymer materials, novel device designs, and fabrication approaches, their 

optical performances, as well as the electro-optical properties are expected to be more competitive. In 

the future, dielectrophoretically tunable optofluidic devices are foreseen to be low-cost, yet high-

quality alternatives to various conventional solid-state photonic devices, and play a key role in the 

optical systems for imaging, information processing, sensing, optical communication, lab-on-a-chip, 

and biomedical engineering. 
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